ABSTRACT

The enactment of the Law No. 14 of 2008 of Public Information Disclosure in 2010 creates a new standard of the service implementation and governance management. The Law of Public Information Disclosure also becomes a proponent to realize good governance in order to maximize the transparency of information in each activity of Public Agency to the society. Moreover, the Law becomes the guidance for the society to monitor the performance of Public Agency.

This study is considered as a qualitative descriptive research discussing how the Department of Communication and Information of Bantul Regency implements the Law No. 14 of 2008 of Public Information Disclosure through online media such as website and facebook. This study finds out some factors which turn to be the proponent and inhibitor in the implementation of the Law No. 14 of 2008 through those media. Furthermore, this study reveals how the Department of Communication and Information of Bantul Regency fulfills the society’s need of information.

Based on this study, the result shows that in order to realize the good governance directed by the transparency, it needs media and facilitations that support the goal. Moreover, it also requires ingenious workers as well as the support and society participation in maximizing the utilization of various media and human resources that have been provided.
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